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YMP/YBP SERIES MASTER WITH 2-DIGIT YEAR
TO SET THE TIME:
1. Press RUN.
2. Press SET - notice the small black (non-blinking) cursor beneath the minute digit.
3. Push and hold FWD and the minutes will start advancing…slowly at first, then faster after a couple of seconds.
Release the button when you get close to the time you wish to enter. Then advance the minutes slowly by pressing
FWD until the correct time is indicated.
4. At this point, if you only want to adjust the time, you can push RUN to get out of SET mode.
Note: You will not be able to back up when setting the time, so if you go past the time you need to enter, you will
need to advance through nearly 24 hours to get back to the desired time. Also verify that the AM/PM on the right side
is correct.

YMP/YBP SERIES MASTER WITH 4-DIGIT YEAR
TO SET THE TIME:
1.
2.

Press RUN.
Press SET- a non-flashing cursor will appear below the seconds. This cursor indicates the element that may be
changed using the FWD key. The seconds should be changed last unless only changing the seconds portion
of the time.
3. Press ENT to move to the minutes field. Use the FWD key to adjust the minutes. While setting the time it continues to
run. Wait until the minutes changes before making final minute adjustments. This will allow the maximum time to enter
the minute portion of the time.
4. Press ENT to move to the hours field. Use the FWD key to adjust the hour. The YMP/YBP PLUS MASTER operates
on a 24 hour cycle. To change between AM and PM you must press the FWD key an additional 12 hours.
5. Press RUN to return to normal operation

Visit www.american-time.com/resources/discontinued to read the full manual.
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